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JiaaapeB JO.A. n ;qp. E7-94-80 
OoHapy)KeHite TIOBhlmeHHOH CTa6UJibHOCTII ~ep 
B6JIH3H ;qe<fJopMHpoBaHHbIX o6oJIO'leK N = 162 H z = 108 

B peaKD;HH 248Cm + 22Ne CHHTe3HpOBaHbl ABa HOBbIX lI30TOTia, 265106 lI 
266106. OHH ~eHTU(fJnu;npoBaHbl MeTOAOM Ha6mo;qeHHSI reHeTH'leCKOH CB113H 
Me~y HX a-pacna;qoM H a-pacna;qoM lIJIH CTIOHTaHHhIM ;qeJieHHeM ;qo11epHHX 
~ep. lfaMepeHhl 3Ha11eHne Ea= 8,63±0,05 MsB ;qJISI 266106 H nepuo;q noJ1y-

pacna;qa l ,2!A:~ c ;qm1 ;qo11epHero ~pa 262104 . .[I;m1 265106 HJMepeHO Ea = 8, 71-

8, 91 MsB. Ou;eHKH BpeMeH )Kll3HH OTHOCHTeJibHO a-pacna;qa COCTaBJISIIOT 10-
30 C 'AJISI 266 106 H 2-30 C ;qJISI 265106, a BeTBH Ha CTIOHTaHHOe ;qeJieHHe He 
npeBhlIDaIOT 50%. Ha6JIIO;qaeMhle pa;qHOaKTHBHhle CBOHCTBa 266106 o6Hapy%H
BaIOT TI0BhIIDeHHYIO CTa61IJibHOCTh ~ep B6JIH3H TeopeTH'leCKH npe;qcKa3aHHhIX 
;qe<fJopMHPOBaHHbIX 060JI011eK N = 162 Hz= 108. 

Pa6oTa BhIITOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpmr ~epHbIX peaKu;Hn OI15II1. 

JlpenpttHT O61.eAttHeHHOl'O HHCTHryra SIACPHblX HCCJleA0BaHHH. ,Uy6Ha, 1994 

Lazarev Yu.A. et al. 
Discovery of Enhanced Nuclear Stability near the Deformed 
Shells N = 162 and Z = 108 

E7-94-80 

In bombardments of 248Cm with 22Ne we discovered two new isotopes, 
265106 and 266106, by establishing genetic links between their a decays and SF 
or a decays of the daughter nuclides. We measured Ea = 8.63±0.05 MeV for 
266106 and a half-life of 1.2!5:~ s for its daughter 262104. For 265106 we 

measured Ea= 8.71 to8.91 MeV. We estimated a half-livesofl0-30sfor 266106 

and 2-30 s for 265106, and SF branches of 50% or less. The decay properties 
of 266106 establish the existence of enhanced nuclear stability near the 
predicted deformed shells N = 162 and Z = 108. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Reactions, JINR. 
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Recent macroscopic-microscopic calculations (see, e.g., Refs. [1,2,3,4,5]) 

all show a large negative shell correction for the ground states of nuclei at and 

near N=162 and Z=108 due to a large gap in the Nilsson levels between N=162 

and 163 and Z=108 and 109, which is further enham;ed by considering higher 

order multipolarities of deformed shapes, particularly the hexadecapole vibra

tion. However, spontaneous fission (SF) is usually the limiting decay mode for 

even-even nuclides in this region and estimations of SF half-lives frorn barrier · 

penetration probabilities vary by many orders of magnitude. Although the 

calculated static barrier heights are about equal, differences in half-life esti- · 

mates can be attributed to differing assumptions regarding the dynamical path 

through the fission barrier and the consequent inertial mass. For example, 

Moller et al. [5], taking 258Fm as an model for heavier nuclei, assume that the 

path after the first barrier is short with the emerging fragments being nearly' 

spherical and close to the doubly magic 132Sn. On the other hand, Patyk, 

Sobiczewski, et al. [2-4] calculate dynamical barriers that show a different path, 

higher inertial mass~ and consequently much longer SF half-lives. This 

competition between static and dy11amic features of the SF process which lead 

to such· large differences in stability makes experiments that explore ground

state decay properties of nuclei around N=162 and Z=108 one of the most 

important tasks in heavy element research. 

We report here on our experiments resulting in the first direct evidence 

of nuclear stability near the predicted deformed shells by producing the even

even N=160 nuclide 266106 (and also 265106). The only previously known nu-
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elide with N=160, the-S-ms isotope 262102, provided a hint of unexpected stabil

ity against SF [6]. Prior to our work, four isotopes of element 106 had been 

identified. These are the odd-A a-emitters 259106 [7], 261106 [7], and 263106 [SJ, 

with half-lives in the range of 0.3 to 0.9 s, and _the 3.6-ms even-even isotope 

260106 [7,9,10] which has a SF branch of 50~fg%. 

The ground-state decay properties of 266106 should be a quite sensitive 

probe of the theoretical predictions shown in Fig. 1. If there is increased stabil

ity near N=162 and Z=108, the isotope 266106 should have a SF- or a-decay 

half-life of tens of seconds. Otherwise, 266106 should decay by SF with a half

life of ~100 µs, a T5t difference of ~105. Thus a distinct signature for enhanced 

nuclear stability near N;,,162 and Z=108 would be the observation of the a de

cay of 266106 followed by the SFdecay of the daughter nucleus 262104. A signa-

ture f~r the odd-A isotope 2~106 would be the observation. of its a decay fol

lowed by a decays of the known nuclides 261104 and 257102. · 

To produce 265106 and 266106 we used the complete fusion reaction 

248cm + 22Ne at bombarding energies of 116 and 121 MeV which are expected 

. to provide maximum cross sections for the 4n and 5n evaporation channels. 

Beains of 22Ne projectiles from the U400 cyclotron of the Joint Institute for Nu

clear Research passed through rotating 3-µm Ti foils and curium targets (97% , 

2
4
8cm and 3 % 246Cm). Three targets with average arealdensities of 240 µg cm-2 

of 
248

cm and a total ar~a of 11.7 ·cm2 w.ere arranged on a wheel whose rotation 
' ( ' . 

was synchronized to the 150-Hz frequency of the cyclotron so that a target was 

exposed to the ~2-~s beam macropulse during each 6.7-ms beam cycl~. The 

targets were electrodeposited on 710-µg cm-2 Ti foils ~nd covered by a 30-

µg cm-
2 

carbon iayer. We obtained a total beam dose of a~ut 1.6xlQ19 particles 

with typical intensities of 1.3x1013 pps of 22Ne. 
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FIG. 1. Predicted ,partial half-lives [4] for SF and a decay of the even-even 

106 isotopes shown by the lines connecting circles and squares, respectively. The 

dashed line connecting the triangular points shows SF half-life predictions [5]. 

The experimental values for 260106 [7,10] and the results for 266106 from this 
work are shown for comparison. 

Evaporation 'residues (EVRs) recoiling out of the 248cm targets were 

separated in-flight. from beam particles and transfer products by the Dubna 

gas-filled recoil separator described in Ref. [11]. The separator was filled with 

hydrogen at a pressure of 0.7 Torr. We set the magnetic rigidity of the .separa

tor's dipole magnet for the slow 2=106 EVRs according to prior. measurements 

[11] of the average charge state in hydrogen, <q>, for the slow EVRs with 

2=100, 102, and 104 produced in the reactions 235U + 1so, 235u + 22Ne, and 

242pu + 22Ne. The separated EVRs passed through a time-of-flight (TOF) 

measurement system composed of two multiwire proportional chambers in a 

1-Torr p7ntane-filled module and were finally implanted in a position-sensitive 

surface-barrier detector (PSD) array. 
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• The PSD array consisted of three surface-barrier detectors, with each 

detector having eight 40-mm high x 4.8-mm wide strips. We obtained horizon

tal positions for the reaction products from the 24 strips and vertical positions 

from the 40-mm high resistive back of the detectors. A particle striking a detec

tor generated a signal in a strip and in the resistive back of the detector. Signals 

from the detector strips were processed for a and implant energies. Top and 
' 

bottom signals from the back of each detector were split into two channels to 

provide position signals in the 40-mm direction for a/implant events (-0.5 to 

15 MeV) and fissioi1 events (15 to 200 MeV). We calculated total fission ener

gies by summing the position energy signals. With each detected event, we also 

recorded the strip number, TOF information, beam current, the time in µs from 

beginning of each beam pulse to either a/implant or fission events, and the 

time since the beginning of the data acquisition cycle in 0.1-ms intervals. The 

data were accumulated in list mode in an LSI 11/73 computer and periodically 

transferred to a 1;IlicroVAX computer for storage and off-line analysis. 

Alpha-energy calibrations were performed for each strip using the a 

· peaks from nuclides produced in the 197 Au+ 22Ne reaction. Most of the strips 

had energy resolutions of about 100 keV. An approximate fission-energy 

calibration was obtained by extrapolating the a-energy calibration and by set

ting the separato~ magnetic rigidity so that 22Ne projectiles of known energy 

iinpinged upon the detectors. We also performed a calibration bombardment of 

235u with 1.3x101.8 particles of 22Ne to measure the a and SF activities from the 

known nuclide 252102 and to estimate the EVR collection efficiency. We used 

known a-a, EVR-a, and EVR~SF sequences from the calibration reactions to 

estimate FWHM position resolutions of -3% of the strip length for the a-a se-

. quences and -9% for a-SF or EVR-a sequences . 
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We had low efficiencies for detecting EVRs because the initial Z=106 

EVR energy of 7 MeV was reduced to -2 MeV implantation energy due to 

losses in the target, hydrogen gas, and the TOF module. The measured energy 

was expected to be about half the implantation energy due to the pulse-height 

defect and losses in the detector dead layer. This resulted in most of the_ EVR 

signals being below the detection threshold. 

In the off-line analyses we searched for time and position correlated a

SF and a-a event chains. We list in Table I the observed a-SF and a-a-(a) 

correlations. The out-of-beam counting rate for a's in the energy range of inter

est (Fig. 2) and for SF events (Fig. 3) was extremely low~ -1 event per day per 
. ' ~ 

strip regardless of the bombarding energy, providing a very high statistical 

significance for all the correlations in Table I. Using our data we calculated the 

probabilities that the 4 out-of-beam a-SF correlations and the .2 a-SF correla

tions with the a in-beam.are of random origin are less than 10-15 and less than 

10-4, respectively. 

We attribute the six a-SF event pairs at 116_ and 121 MeV with a maxi

mum lifelihood result of Ea = 8.63±0.05 MeV to the decay chain 266106 => 

262104 for which we measured a production cross section of 80 pb at 116 MeV 

and 60 pb at 121 MeV. We assigned the four a-a-(a) correlations at 121 MeV 

with Eal = 8.71 to 8.91 MeV to the decay chain 265106 => 261104 (T112 = 65 s, 

Ea -8.~9:MeV) => 257102 (T112 = 26 s, Ea - 8.22, 8.27, 8.32 MeV) for which we 

measured a production cross-section of 260 pb. The cross sections are reported 

with an estimated accuracy of a factor of -3. We attribute the 8.16~ to 8.17-MeV 

a-a correlation to the decay chain 261104. => 257102. We note that except for the 

triple correlation, one cannot distinguish bet~een 2~1104. and 257102 due to 

their similar a energies and half-lives. 
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• 
TABLE I. The measure.d parameters of the a-SF and a-a correlation chains observed 

in the 248cm + 22Ne reaction. All events are out-of-beam except for those three 

indicated. 

Decay Particle Strip Time Position 
mode energy, MeV* number interval deviation, mm 

116MeV 

a 8.60 16 
SF 105 16 191 ms 3.0 

a 8.54 22 
SF 89 22 215ms 3.0 

a 8.59 24 
SF 96 24 748ms 1.3 

a 8.74 21 
SF 118 21 6453.ms 1.8 

121MeV 

at 8.69 11 
sff 103 11 360ms 0.3 
at 8.60 13 

SF 118 13 2011 ms 1.8 
a 8.85 21 

a 8.20 21 3s 0.8 

a 8.81 1 

a . 8.31 1 334 s 0.3 

a 8.17 1 60 s 1.0 

a+ 8.91 1 

a 8.12 1 86s ? 

a 8.71 12 

a 8.14 12 20 s 0.2 

a 8.16 8 
a 8.17 8 1 s 0.7 

* The quoted fission fragment energies are measured values. No estimate was 

included f?r the pulse-height defect or the fraction of the total kinetic energy 

deposited in the detectors. 

t Event occurred during the beam pulse. 

:j: Position signals were not detected for this event. 
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FIG. 2. Out-of-beam a-energy spectrum from all detectors at 116 MeV (I.Ox 1019 

particles 22Ne). The spectrum at 121 MeV (0.6x 1019 particles 22Ne) is very similar. 
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FIG. 3. The distribution of all detected 248 out-of-beam SF events at 116 MeV. 

Events from each three adjacent strips are ,summed. The distribution at 121 MeV is 

very similar. The curve is a Gaussian fit to the distribution across the strips of the 

Fm a-events shown in Fig. 2. The triangles show the location of the a-SF 

and a-a-(a) correlations from both the 116 and 121 MeV bombardments. 
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Our assignment of the six a-SF correlations to the decay of 266106 is 

based on the following observations. The a-SF correlation chains with Ea = 8.63 

MeV and short time intervals from 0.2 to 6.5 s are unique; for the synthesis 

reaction that we employed, one cannot identify any candidate a-SF decay se

quences with other Z,A values which would have similar decay properties. 

Furthermore, the 8.63-MeV a energy is in agreement with both predictions and 

systematics as is the SF decay mode for the Z=104 daughter. The six a-SF 

correlation chains were detected by using the gas-filled recoil separator which 

strongly suppresses beam particles and many kinds of background reaction 

products relative to compound nucleus products. The a-SF and a-a chains 

were broadly distributed across the detector array as expected for products of 

the (22Ne,4-5n) reactions, while the largest number of single SF and a events, 

which com~ from transfe~ products like 256Fm and lighter Fm isotopes, oc

curred closer to the end of the detector array that corresponds to lower mag

netic rigidity values (Fig. 3). From our data, we estimated the average charge 

state <q> of the slow Z=106 EVRs in hydrogen to be 2.o~g-j at <v/v0> ::::1.0 

(v0 =2.2x106 m s-1 is the Bohr velocity), in full agreement with the previous <q> 

measurements [11] for Z=lOO through 104. Finally, the production cross sec

tions for the a-SF correlations at both 116 and 121 Me V agree with systematics. 

We assigned the four a-a correlations with Eal = ~.71 to 8.91 MeV to the 

decay of 265106 using -~rguments si~ilar to those given above for 266106. Espe

cially convincing is the triple-a correlation.· · 

The above observations and arguments provide consistent evidence for 

the assignment of the c~rrelation chains to the a decay of 265106 and 266106. 

The c_orrelation times for the ,six a-SF, chains give a half-life of 1.2~i1 s (Fig. 4) 

for 262104. A SF activity with T ½ - 47 ms was tentatively assigned by Somer-
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FIG. 4. The probability density P(c) = (1:·/1110)e-• vs. the decay time 1: = 

(t· /112)/f ½ for the six correlations. Solid and open arrows show the 1: values for 

the a-SF correlations from the 116 and 121 MeV bombardments, respectively. 

ville et al. [12] to 262104. In fact, an unassigned 1.3-s SF activity was also pro

duced at the near-barrier bombarding energies 89 and 95 MeV in the 248Cm + 

• lSQ reaction [12]. Moreover, Hoffman et al. [13] produced a 1.5-s SF activity and 

measured its fission properties in the same 248Cm+1So reaction at 95 MeV. Our 

findings establish that the total half-life of the ground state decay of 262104 is 

1.2 s. An explanation of the 47 ms SF activity could be associated with the pres

ence of a quasiparticle K-isomeric state in 262104 (or in a nearby nuclide), as 

discussed in Refs. [14,15] . 

We estimated the p~rtial a-decay half-lives of 265,266106 from the meas

ured a-decay energies. Since 266106 is even-even, its a decay will be ground

state to ground-state and the estiI~ation is straightforward. {,Jsing the 

phenomenological formula of Viola and Seaborg in Ref. [3], we determined a 
partial a half-life for 266lQ6 of 10 to 30 s. Similarly, we obtained an a half-life of 

2 to 30 s for 265lQ6 assuming a hindrance factor between 1 and 3. 
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• The a-branching ratios are probably ~50% for both 106 nuclides based 

on our cross-section evaluations which are about the expected values for the 4n 

and Sn evaporation channels. We set a very conservative a-branching lower 

limit of 15% for 266106 from the beam-off data at 116 MeV by assuming that all 

of the observed fissions detected in strips numbered 16 to 24 (Fig. 3) are from 

the SF decay of 266106 or its daughter, 262104. Most of the observed SF events 

are actually from the transfer product 256Fm, based on their distribution across 

the strips and on their yield compared to thafof a-emitting Fm isotopes [16]. 

The ground-state decay properties that we established for 266106 reveal a 

significantly increased stability near N=162 and Z=l08 and are in agreement 

with the theoretical predictions made in Refs. [1-4]. The half-life of 1.2 s for 

262104 also signals the trend toward greater nuclear stability with N approach

ing 162. The short SF half-lives predicted by Moller et al. [5] are inconsistent 

with our results. 

The discovery of the significant nuclear stability near N=162 and Z=l08 

reported in the present paper creates new opportunities for many further 

explorations at the edge of the nuclear domain. 
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